
Date: June 6, 2022

Subject:    High level traitors and damage done to the USA military and the United States of America

This is a painful report because it is about highly advanced USA technology or information
which was just given away in secret to countries claimed to be enemies in public in the hope of gain
(cash or political leverage of some type). We begin with a list of key items which when explained,
show the depth and extremes people went to in working to increase their power and influence. These
evil people traded their own souls and the souls and bodies of others as sacrifices  to lucifer in their
efforts to please lucifer to gain absolute control over others feeding their need to be worshiped as God.
We present first a list of sacrifices and offerings and gifts to others as directed by lucifer himself to
achieve a goal.

 1 Nuclear Military weapons given as gift: working sample of one or more copies of the weapon
and  complete  design  documentation  N(NOTE:  THE DESCRIPTIONS  ARE GIVEN  SO
YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT HORROR OF WEAPONS WERE GIVEN AWAY THUS
DESTROYING THE ADVANTAGE THE USA HAD AS THE DEVELOPER.

 1.1 Basic atomic bomb system:
 1.1.1 Uranium  235  key  Bomb  design  from  the  Manhattan  Project  produced  two

different types of atomic bombs, code-named Fat Man and Little Boy.: The Little Boy
type of bomb, which was dropped on Hiroshima, had a much simpler design than the Fat
Man model that had been tested at  Trinity.  Little Boy triggered a nuclear explosion,
rather than implosion, by firing one piece of uranium 235 into another. When enough
U235 is  brought  together,  the resulting fission chain reaction can produce a  nuclear
explosion. But the critical mass must be assembled very rapidly; otherwise,  the heat
released  at  the  start  of  the  reaction  will  blow  the  fuel  apart  before  most  of  it  is
consumed. To prevent this inefficient pre-detonation, the uranium bomb uses a gun to
fire one piece of U235 down the barrel into another. The bomb's gun-barrel shape was
believed to be unquestionably reliable and had never been tested. In fact, testing was out
of the question since producing Little Boy had used all of the purified U235 produced to
the date of the dropping of the bomb on Hiroshima; therefore, no other bomb like it was 
built during world war 2.

 1.1.2 Fat Man, which was dropped on Nagasaki, was the more complex of the two
initial atomic bomb designs. A bulbous, 10-ft. bomb containing a sphere of the metal
plutonium 239, it was surrounded by blocks of high explosives that were designed to
produce  a  highly  accurate  and  symmetrical  implosion.  This  would  compress  the
plutonium sphere to a critical density and set off a nuclear chain-reaction.

 1.2 Basic  fusion  bomb:  In a  thermonuclear  weapon,  often  called  a  hydrogen bomb,  the
fission process is only the beginning. Modern nuclear weapons, such as the United States’
B83 bombs, use a similar fission process to what is used in atomic bombs. But that initial
energy then ignites a fusion reaction in a secondary core of the hydrogen isotopes deuterium
and tritium. The nuclei of the hydrogen atoms fuse together to form helium, and again a
chain reaction results in an explosion—this time a much more powerful one.

 1.3 Three stage fusion bomb: A three-stage hydrogen bomb uses a fission-type atomic bomb
as the first stage to compress the thermonuclear second stage. The energy produced from the



second stage explosion is then directed to compress the much larger thermonuclear third
stage.

 1.4 Four stage briefcase fusion bomb: This was designed to fit  a hydrogen bomb into a
briefcase for hand delivery to the target.

 1.5 Neutron  bomb:  A neutron  bomb,  officially  defined  as  a  type  of  enhanced  radiation
weapon (ERW), is a low-yield thermonuclear weapon designed to maximize lethal neutron
radiation in the immediate vicinity of the blast while minimizing the physical power of the
blast  itself.  The  neutron  release  generated  by  a  nuclear  fusion  reaction  is  intentionally
allowed to escape the weapon, rather than being absorbed by its other components. The
neutron burst, which is used as the primary destructive action of the warhead, is able to
penetrate enemy armor more effectively than a conventional warhead, thus making it more
lethal as a tactical weapon.

 1.6 Cobalt bomb: A cobalt bomb is a hydrogen bomb wrapped in cobalt metal which would
contaminate the area for thousands of years.

 2 Rockets and mobile 
 2.1 Senior Ukrainian officials,  including President  Volodymyr Zelensky, have pleaded in

recent weeks for the US and its allies to provide the Multiple Launch Rocket System, or
MLRS. The US-made weapon systems can fire a barrage of rockets hundreds of kilometers
— much farther than any of the systems Ukraine already has — which the Ukrainians argue
could be a game changer in their war against Russia.

 2.2 Another system Ukraine has asked for is the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System,
known as HIMARS, a lighter wheeled system capable of firing many of the same types of
ammunition as MLRS. 

 2.3 PLEASE NOTE THAT JOE BIDEN IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES IS SENDING
THE  MOST  ADVANCED  ARMY  SUPPORT  SYSTEMS  TO  THE  UKRAINE
WHOSE PRESIDENT ADMITS HE IS HIGH ON COCAINE EVERY DAY, WHICH
LEADS US TO ASK THE CHALLENGE QUESTION OF HOW CAN YOU TRUST
SUCH A PERSON TO NOT ATTACK INSIDE THE BORDERS OF RUSSIA   THAT
IS ILLOGICAL THINKING AND WE THE PEOPLE WILL PAY WITH OUR LIVES
FOR THIS DANGEROUS THINKING.

 3 High tech spying or data collection systems.

 3.1 Universal time slot Inter-changer and real time data scanning system. This system allows
full access to all data on fiber optic transmission systems and can also interface with copper
wire data transmission systems which exist around the world. Every intelligence agency
world wide fought to steal systems and the design.
 

 3.2 High performance camera for ultra high altitude photography.

 4 Jets and jet related things.



 4.1 Most of the high performance Pratt and Whitney jet engine plans have been given to
enemies by political people who do not understand that building jet engines is much more
than just a sample engine and a set of engineering plans and documents, the skills of the
workers are deeply tied to the success of building the engines.

 4.2 The B2 bomber plans were given away as well but just like jet engines building complex
planes is highly dependent on trained skilled workers with years of experience. 

I can hear you now asking just who are these traitors who trade
away our rights as tax payers for their personal gain????

MOST  OF  YOU  WILL  BE  SHOCKED  TO  KNOW  THAT  THESE  ARE
ELECTED OFFICIALS!!!!!

1989-1993 George Bush Barbara Bush Dan Quayle
1993-2001 Bill Clinton Hillary Rodham Clinton Albert Gore
2001-2009 George W. Bush Laura Bush Richard Cheney
2009-2017 Barack Obama Michelle Obama Joseph R. Biden
2017-2021 Donald J. Trump Melania Trump Mike Pence
2021- Joseph R. Biden Jill Biden Kamala Harris

The list of traitorous acts by the people above is so long that it would fill hundreds of pages, so
just some notable examples will be listed.

George Bush Sr.  Gave away the neutron bomb in front of the inventor.
 
George Bush Sr.  Gave away the Universal time slot Inter-changer and real time data scanning
system in front of the inventor.

Bill Clinton Traded away the following:
A> He gave away the second set of B2 Bomber plans
B> He gave away the loral positioning system ( which was before GPS) so that China had 
      precise targeting information for their ICBM systems.
C> He gave the Chinese the listing of the patent applications held due to being national 
      security sensitive.

George W. Bush gave away almost everything that was not nailed down in the high tech area

Barack Obama traded away the following things:
A> your rights as an American Citizen and turned you into a slave of the UN.
B> He created a list of 125 million Americans in 72 categories  to be slated for execution.

            
Donald J. Trump traded away your rights to medical choices for yourself and your children. He
also tore up many long standing existing treaties because he wanted to renegotiate them to his
personal benefit without thinking of the country as a whole.

General Milley illegally informed China of Trumps plan to first strike China before the end of his
term.



Joseph R. Biden wants to make sure that you can not eat and you have no fuel or money for fuel
and food all while he is giving away all the inventory of our military to help the Ukraine who is
not even an ally and is run by a cocaine addict ( zelensky admitted it on live tv).

CALL ON THE NAME OF JESUS TO FORGIVE YOU OF YOUR SINS AND CLAIM YOUR
RIGHT  TO  PROTECTION  FOR  YOU  AND  YOUR  FAMILY  THROUGH  THE  LIVING
BLOOD OF JESUS FOR WHAT EVIL IS COMING.


